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Foreword

The fourth revised edition of Industrial Law by Prof. I.A. Saiyed
shall prove to be of great use to students of Management Studies.
The book is structured as per the revised syllabus of the
University of Mumbai for BMS. It offers precise and relevant
information for students preparing for examinations. In lucid prose,
Prof. Saiyed has explained the Nine Enactments of Industrial Law,
thereby providing a basic introduction to industrial law for
students and laypersons alike. The apt use of relevant examples
enables readers to understand not only the law itself but also its
practical applications. The systematic and learner-friendly layout
of the book is commendable. Prof. Saiyed’s deep knowledge of
the subject and his vast teaching experience is evident in the fact
that he has managed to render fairly technical subject matter
accessible to students. Apart from students of Management
Studies, the book will serve as a valuable resource for any reader
desirous of basic knowledge about industrial law and industrial
relations.

Principal Dr. Tushar Desai



Preface

No doubt any author, worth his salt, will be most happy if
new edition of his book is released in the market. So also, I am
very happy when new fourth edition of my book “Industrial Law”
is released in the market. The release of new fourth edition, in
itself, proves that the earlier edition was most useful to students
because the book was especially prepared according to the
syllabus of BMS examination of the University of Mumbai. I am
undoubtedly very sure that this new edition will also turn out to be
most useful to students preparing for BMS examination of the
Mumbai University. Also, unfailingly, this book will help the
students to understand and learn the subject of Industrial Law in
its broad perspective.

I am very much thankful to Dr. Tushar Desai, M.Sc., Ph.D.,
the Principal of D.G. Ruparel College of Arts, Science and
Commerce for his readily accepting and giving foreword and
accrediting my book. I am also thankful to the Himalaya
Publishing House Pvt. Ltd. for giving all the help and support in
putting in the hands of students preparing for examination and
understanding the subject in brief.

I know it very well that unless some feedback is given, no
book can reach to the level of perfection. I am sure, my students
will give me feedback to take this book to level of perfection.
I await for the feedback, if any, from my students. No efforts are
left out to avoid any mistake in the book. However, if any mistake
has crept in, please bring it to my knowledge so that I can correct
it in my next edition, if any.

I.A. Saiyed
Advocate, Notary and Law Professor
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UNIT I: Laws Related to Industrial
Relations and Industrial Disputes

Industrial
Disputes Act, 1947

1

1. INTRODUCTORY
During the time of ‘industrial revolution’, there were several

changes, such as, emergence of giant Companies, Corporations,
Monopolies and congestion of population in industrial centers. These
changes gave rise to several problems, such as (1) Owners of
agricultural fields came as Workers to industrial organization of not
their ownership (2) Inter-Separation of family members (3) Industrial
accidents, industrial diseases and spread of epidemics due to
concentration of working population in an unhygienic condition and
lack of medical care and so on. The unskilled workers were in
predominance naturally because production was low and the
technique was primitive then. Workers, therefore, had nothing to
bargain with. But as the technique and technology of production and
manufacturing-process advanced, a new class of skilled workers
emerged. These workers naturally had with them something to
bargain with, their skill, training and experience. Individually, they
were very weak but in unity they were very strong to bargain with
their employers. That is how the trade unionism and collective
bargaining came into existence. In the Western countries, ‘collective
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bargaining’ is preferred to the compulsory adjudication. But in
underdeveloped countries, it is said that the ‘compulsory
adjudication’ is far better than collective bargaining -so much so that,
it is said that the ‘compulsory adjudication’ is as essential as the
compulsory education or the compulsory taxation. Compulsory
Adjudication or Arbitration means under compulsion of law, the
Government requires the parties to go before a Tribunal for
settlement or redressal of the dispute by adjudication. It is a
benevolent compulsion and not a coercive or totalitarian measure.
The Government thus retains the power to judge whether process of
‘Collective Bargaining’ is sincerely used or not. The Hon’ble
Supreme Court of India1 has rightly considered the importance of
industrial adjudication at par with the fundamental rights guaranteed
under the Constitution of India.

The first piece of legislation in England was the Ordinance of
Laborers, promulgated by King Edward II in 1349. It was not for the
welfare of workers but it was to ensure the regular supply of the
labour. But laws of 18th century did reduce the severity of earlier
laws and did recognize the right of Workers. Then finally, in
England, the Trade Disputes Act of 1906 came to be passed. It was
replaced by the Trade Disputes Act of 1913. In India, the first Trade
Disputes Act, on the model of English Trade Disputes Act of 1913,
was passed in the year 1920. It was replaced by the Trade Disputes
Act, 1929 but then finally the Defence of India Rules came to be
enacted. In the said enactment, to meet the exigency created by the
World War II, Rule 81-A, was inserted to give powers to the
appropriate Government to intervene in industrial disputes and
provide speedy remedy for industrial disputes. Accordingly,
compulsory conciliation, and reference were made compulsory.
Awards passed upon such a reference were made legally binding on
the parties. The strikes and lock-outs were prohibited during the
pendency of conciliation. At last, the Industrial Disputes Bill was
introduced in the Central Legislative Assembly on 8th October 1946.

1 Workmen of Ballmer Lawrie & Co. Ltd. v/s BL & Co. 1964 I LLJ 380.
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This Bill embodies the essential principles of Rule 81-A of Defence
of India Rules and also certain provisions of the Trade Dispute Act,
1929. The Bill was passed by the assembly in March 1947 and it
became the law of the land with effect from 1st April 1947.

2. DEFINITIONS

Appropriate Government – Section 2(a)
It is the mandatory statutory duty of government to resolve

industrial dispute – but which government – Central or State should
do it? From Section 2(a) of the Act, it will clear that generally it is
the State Government but in specified cases, it will be the Central
Government. Therefore, necessarily, one always has to refer to
categories specified in the Act.

Section 2(a) opens with “In relation to any industrial dispute
concerning any industry carried on by or under the authority of
central Government.” The key words are “industry carried on by or
under the authority of Central Government.” The Apex Court2 held
that if the company in effect is separate from its share holders and
the mere fact that the entire share capital was contributed by Central
Government, it cannot be said that the Central Government is the
appropriate Government. However, the Apex Court3 observed that
case of Heavy Engineering interpreted the words “appropriate
Government” narrowly on the common law principles which no
longer bear any relevance. From the above, it should be clear that the
cases decided earlier do not now hold good on the issue of industry
carried on or under the authority of Central Government. The Law
now emerges is that the phraseology ‘industry carried on or under the
authority of Central Government’ has to be given wider meaning and
the industries for which the Central Government was not the
appropriate government is now the appropriate government. The
State Government would have jurisdiction only if the cause of action,

2 Heavy Engineering Mazdoor Union v/s State of Bihar AIR 1970 SC.82.
3 Air India Statutory Corporation v/s United Labour Union, 1997 I CLR 292.
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wholly or partly, arose within the state (Indian Cable Co. Ltd. v/s in
Workmen, 1962 I LLJ 409). For Mahanagar Telephone Nigam and
for a contractor of Railway, Central Government was held to be the
appropriate Government.

Industry – Section 2(j)
The term “industry” is defined as: any

1. business,
2. trade,
3. undertaking,
4. manufacture or
5. Calling of Employers.

Not only are these but also included [in the term of industry]
any:

1. calling,
2. services,
3. employment,
4. handicraft,
5. industrial occupation or
6. vocation of workers

The term “industry” is defined in most wide terms and anything
and everything appears to have been included in the sweep of the
term. Howsoever wide sweep may be surely the activities like
agricultural, domestic work; religious rituals, charitable
activities and sovereign function are not included in the sweep of
the term “industry”.

The term ‘industry’ is defined in two parts. The first part says as to
what it ‘means’ and it lays down as to what is ‘industry’ from the
standpoint of the employer. The second part says what it ‘includes’. But
in no case, two parts can be read in isolation. The two are counterparts
of the same industry. It is like the obverse and reverse of one and the
same coin. As such, one part cannot define the term ‘industry’.
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The Supreme Court took stock of all its earlier judgments and
held4:

The term “industry” is defined with reference to Employers’
occupation nevertheless it also includes the definition of Workmen.
The Court gave some illustrations, say,

(i) if a kind hearted businessman employs workman and in his
co-operation produces and supplies goods or services
without charging any price or on receiving very negligible
return, the activities of kindhearted business would fall
under the term ‘industry’

(ii) a devotee regularly sweeps the floor but although that
devotee daily, regularly and punctually serves the Temple,
yet that would not convert the Temple into ‘industry’

(iii) professions of Doctors, Advocates, Teachers etc also do not
fall under the definition of ‘industry’

(iv) Painter uses not only intellectual skill but manual skill as
well but his workplace is not converted into an ‘industry’.

(v) Sovereign functions of the State cannot be included in
industry. Court, however, clarified that

(a) if a Dispensary or a hospital or a Nursing Home is run,
as a business, in a commercial way, it is an “industry”

(b) if there are industrial units severable from essential
functions of Sovereign State then such units/
departments fall in the term ‘industry’.

Following are the ingredients of the term ‘industry’.

1. Co-operation of Employers and the Employees.

2. Object is the satisfaction of material needs.

3. It must be organized or arranged in a manner in which trade
or business is generally organized or arranged.

4 Bangalore Water Supply and Sewerage Board v/s A. Rajappa, (1978) 2 SCC 213.
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4. It must not be casual nor must it be for oneself nor for
pleasure.

5. Absence of profit motive is irrelevant.

The Court also expressed its view that term ‘industry’ requires
amendment.

Accordingly Industrial Disputes Amendment Act, 1982, Act No
46 of 1982, came to be passed. However, later on, the Apex Court5

held that its earlier ruling6 needs re-examination. But the larger
bench of the Court7 held that its earlier ruling was correct.

It is necessary to note here that the term “industry” is also used
in the definition of workman. Necessarily, therefore, the two terms
(one used as workman and the other used as ‘industry’) should be
understood in the same manner. It means the “workman” is to be
regarded as one who is employed in an ‘industry’ as defined in
Section 2(j). Therefore, a ‘workman’ as defined in Section 2(s) is
found when the employer carries on any business, trade, manufacture
or calling of the Employers.

Industrial Dispute – Section 2(k)
The definition states that the phrase ‘industrial dispute’ means:

(A) Any dispute or differences between

Employers and Employers

OR

Employers and Workmen

OR

Workmen and Workmen

(B) The said dispute or difference must be connected with

The Employment or Non-employment

5 Coir Board v/s Indira Devi, 1998 I CLR 866.
6 Bangalore Water supply and Sewerage Board v/s A. Rajappa, AIR 1978 SC 548.
7 Coir Board v/s Indira Devi, 1999 II LLJ 1109.
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OR

The terms of Employment

OR

The Conditions of Labour

(C) Of any person.

The Term has its four facets, viz. (a) Factum of Dispute,
(b) Parties to Dispute, (c) Subject matter of dispute and (d) Dispute
must be relating to an Industry.

(a) Factum of Dispute

It is undoubtedly needless to observe that unless there is a
dispute or difference of any sort, no legal machinery needs to take a
start. For dispute or differences to arise, it is not necessary that the
parties should come to blows but at the same time a mere personal
quarrel or a grumbling will not amount to dispute or differences
within the four corners of the definition8. Only those differences or
disputes fall under ‘industrial dispute’ which have bearing upon the
(1) relationship of Employers and Employers or (2) Employers and
Workmen or (3) Workmen and Workmen and (4) condition of
Labour. Thus dispute of “inter-se-seniority” between two workmen
is an individual dispute and not an ‘industrial dispute’ if other
employees are not concerned9. Industrial dispute of single workman
requires to be espoused by union.

(b) Parties to the Dispute

There is a popular misconception that ‘industrial disputes’ is
always between Employers and Workmen but the Act provides that
any dispute or differences between:

(a) Employers and Employers or

(b) Employers and Workmen or

8 Sambhunath Goyal v/s Bank of Baroda, 1978 I LLJ 484.
9 Somasundram v/s Liyakatali, 1998 II LLJ 719 (Madras).
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(c) Workmen and Workmen can be taken up for conciliation or
adjudication, are the ‘industrial disputes. Needless,
therefore, to state that

(i) Employers and Employers or

(ii) Employers and Workmen or

(iii) Workmen and Workmen are the parties in any given
industrial dispute.

(c) Subject Matter of Dispute

The expression ‘dispute or difference’ means controversy
connected with (a) the Employment or non-employment or (b) with
the terms of employment or (c) the conditions of employment of any
person. Further, it must also be a grievance felt by workmen and the
Employer is in a position to remedy or set right.10

When dispute of individual workmen are taken up by any union
it becomes an Industrial Dispute11.

When an industrial dispute is amicably settled, it ceases to be an
industrial dispute to be referred to any court12.

(d) Contract of Employment

The Contract of Employment can be in Writing or Oral. If Oral,
it can be inferred from the facts and circumstances of the case. The
Contract of Employment includes all the ingredients of ordinary civil
contract, namely:

(1) capacity of parties, service contract with infant or minor

(2) contract without consideration

(3) contract for illegal purpose or where the object of the
contract is illegal

(4) contract under mistake, undue influence, misrepresentation etc.

10 Madras Gymkhana Club Employees Union v/s Gymkhana Club, 1967 II LLJ 720,
Safdarjang Hospital v/s Kuldip Singh Sethi, 1970 II LLJ 266.

11 D.N. Banerji v/s P.R. Mukherjee, AIR, 1963 SC 58.
12 Harayana State Ind. Dev. Corpn. Ltd. v/s P.O. L.C., 2004 (1) LLN 354.
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In modern world, Contract of Employment is also inferred from
non-compliance of legislative enactments like the Employment of
Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act, 1946, Bonus Act,
1965, Minimum Wages Act, 1948, Payment of Wages Act, 1936,
Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 etc.

‘Contract of Service’ and ‘Contract for Service’

If it is a Contract for Service between the two parties, the said
two parties are not the Employer and Workman. But if the two
parties have the Contract of Service, the two are the Employer and
Workman under the Act. In a ‘contract of service’ the person is
labeled as ‘Workman’ whereas in the case of ‘contract for service’
the person is self-employed and labeled as Contractor. In a contract
of service, a man is employed as part of business and his work is an
integral part of the business whereas, under a contract for service, his
work although done for the business, is not integrated into it but it is
only accessory to it. In a contract of service, a person undertakes to
serve another and to obey all his reasonable orders within the scope
of the duty undertaken. The identifying mark of the employee is that
he should be under the control and supervision of the employer.
Although with the advent of modern era, the test of control is not as
determinative factor as it used to be, yet it still holds good. The
Court13 has held that to ascertain whether one is a Workman or not,
the following tests may be applied:

1. Who has a right to give Order/Direction?

2. Whether it is an independent nature of Business?

3. Whether there is any ‘Right of Supervision’.

4. Is it obligation to supply tools and other materials?

5. Is it obligatory to execute work daily and punctually?

6. Is any time fixed for the employee?

7. What is the Method of Payment?

8. Whether work is part of business or not?

13 Atam Prakash v/s State of Haryana, 2005 II LLJ 195
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(e) When does an ‘Industrial Dispute’ Arise?

For existence of an industrial dispute, there should be a demand
by workmen and there must be a refusal by the Employer to grant it.
How the demand should be raised cannot be a legal notion of fixity
and rigidity. But surely, the grievance of the workmen and the
demand for its redressal must be communicated to the management.

(f) Written Demand not Necessary.

A Demand need not be in writing to constitute an industrial
dispute. The Act no where contemplates that the industrial dispute
would come into existence in any particular specific or prescribed
manner. For coming into existence of an industrial dispute, a written
cause is not the requirement unless ofcourse in the case of Public
Utility Service.

(g) Does it mean ‘Collective Dispute’?

The term ‘Industrial Dispute’ conveys the meaning that dispute
must be such as would affect large groups. However, it does not
mean that all workmen or a majority of them should sponsor and
support the dispute. In fact, there is nothing in the Act to require the
dispute to be raised by all the workmen of the industry or by every
one of them or even by a majority of them. It is enough if the
controversy is between Employer on one side and the workmen on
the other. So also, there is nothing in the Act to require that workmen
raising the controversy should form a majority or the controversy
affects, or will affect the interest of workmen as a class. The law
envisages that in the interest of peace, the industrial dispute should
be examined and decided in the manner laid down in the Act. It was
held14 that it is not necessary that the dispute should have been
espoused only by a recognized union. Even a minority union can
raise the dispute15. The Apex Court16 held that the minority unions

14 Indian Oxygen Ltd. v/s Its workmen 1979 LIC 585.
15 State of Bihar v/s Kripa Shankar Jaiswal, AIR 1961 SC 304, D.A.C.C. v/s

workmen, AIR 1960 SC 777, Pradip Lamp Works v/s Workmen 1970 I LLJ 491,
Tata Chemicals v/s Workmen 1978 I LLJ 22(SC).
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and outside union can also raise an Industrial dispute. Suffice if it is
proved that union did espouse the cause of the workman. The
question before the Court17 was whether “Workman” can espouse the
cause of the non- workmen working in the same establishment. The
Court held that they can, because they have substantial interest in the
subject matter of the dispute and that there is a community of interest.

(h) Subsequent Withdrawal of Support

The Apex court in Hindu18 case, held that subsequent
withdrawal of support by workmen or Union will not have any effect.
Conversely, subsequent support too will not convert it an Industrial
dispute. The legal position is that when an individual workman is a
part to an “Industrial dispute”, he is not independently a party to the
proceedings. The individual workman is at no stage a party to
industrial dispute, independently of the union. The request by the
worker to withdraw the dispute also will have no relevance because
the dispute being raised by the union (or group of workmen) for
withdrawal will not make the dispute any less an Industrial dispute19.

(i) ‘Any Person’

The Expression “any person” in the end of the definition is not
subject to any qualification, restriction or limitation as to its scope.
The word “person” has not been limited to workmen, nor is it co-
extensive with any workman, potential or otherwise. Though the
expression must receive a more general meaning, it cannot mean any
body and every body in this wide world. The definition, therefore,
requires that the dispute must relate to employment, non-
employment or terms of employment or conditions of labour of “any
person”. Necessarily, therefore, the use of the term ‘any person’ in
the definition imparts a limitation in the sense that a ‘person” in
respect of whom the employer employee relation never existed or

16 J. H. Jadhav v/s Forbes Gotak, (2005) 3 SCC 202.
17 Mukund Ltd. v/s M.Staff & Officers Association, 2000 I CLR 707.
18 Bombay Union of Journalists v/s The Hindu 1961 II LLJ 436.
19 Workmen of Dalmiya Cement (Bharat) Ltd. v/s State of Madras, 1969 I LLJ 477.
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can never exist cannot be the subject matter of an industrial dispute.
The expression “any person” means a person in whose employment
or conditions of labour, the “Workmen” as a class, have a direct and
substantial interest with which they have community interest under
the scheme of the Act. The Apex Court20 held that liberal
construction of expression ‘any person” is impermissible.

Individual Dispute – Section 2A
There is a catena of case laws to state that individual disputes

are not the industrial dispute, unless cause of individual workman is
espoused by other workmen. But such a legal position created great
hardship for those individual workmen who were discharged,
dismissed, retrenched or whose services were terminated and they
were not able to find any support, from their fellow-workman and/or
the union. This gave the need to engraft a new definition, as is given
in Section 2A, to treat the individual disputes as Industrial disputes
in specified cases.

Definition given in Section 2A lays down that —

1. Where any Employer (a) Discharges, (b) Dismisses,
(c) Retrenches or otherwise (d) Terminates the Services of
an individual workman.

2. and if any dispute or difference on such discharge,
dismissal, retrenchment or termination then.

3. that dispute/difference shall be DEEMED to be an
‘Industrial dispute’.

4. notwithstanding that no other workman or any union of
workmen is a party to the dispute.

Section 2A only introduces a fiction to the effect that an
individual dispute connected with ‘discharge’, ‘dismissal’,
‘retrenchment’ or ‘termination’ is “Deemed” to be “industrial
dispute” by this artificial measure; notwithstanding the fact that no
other workmen espouses such a dispute.

20 Dimakuchi Case (1958 I LLJ 500.
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The Apex Court21 upheld the constitutional validity of Section 2A.

Despite a workman is dead, the “Industrial dispute” under
Section 2A continues and the legal heirs can continue after his
demise22. If there is a change in management then also the dispute
does not come to an end it has to be adjudicated23.

Workman – Section 2(s).
At the outset, it must be noted that the definition of ‘Workman’

given in Section 2(s), along-with the definition of ‘Industry’ given in
Section 2(j) and the definition of ‘Industrial dispute’ given in Section
2(k), really forms the basic tripod on which the super structure of the
entire Act rests.

Definition may be summarized thus:

1. Any person employed to do any (a) skilled (b) unskilled
(c) manual or (d) clerical (e) Supervisory and (f) Technical
nature of work is workman under the Act.

2. It is wholly immaterial whether the terms of employment
are expressed or implied.

3. The definition includes any such person who has been
dismissed, discharged or retrenched in connection with or
as a consequence of that dispute or whose dismissal,
discharge or retrenchment has led to that dispute.

4. Any person employed in Army, Police, Supervisory and
Managerial personnel are excluded.

With the above parameters, and plethora of Courts rulings, the
following may be noted to ascertain whether a person is ‘Workman’
or not under the Act.

21 Delhi Cloth & General Mills Ltd. v/s Shambunath Mukherjee, 1977 LIC 1695.
22 Rameshwar Manjhi v/s Mgt. Sangramgrah Colliery, 1994 I CLR 9.
23 N.T.C. (Delhi, Punjab & Rajasthan) v/s Sayar, 1994 II CLR 215.
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1. Nature of work is really the relevant factor and not the
Designation or the nomenclature24 is of any consequence
while deciding the status of person.

2. Can he (person claiming to be workman) bind the Employer
to some kind of decisions on behalf of Employer/ company?

3. To find out the dominant purpose of Employment (and not
additional duties) the employees may be performing.

4. Has the Employee power to recommend or sanction leave?

5. Has he power to take disciplinary action against workman
or to terminate their services?

6. Has the employee power to direct or oversee the work of
his subordinates?

7. Whether the Employee can examine quality of work to
ascertain whether it is performed satisfactorily?

8. Whether he has power to assign duties?

9. Can he indent materials and distribute them amongst
workmen?

10. Are there persons working under him?

11. Has he power to supervise work of men and not mere
machines?

12. Whether Employee marks attendance of the workmen?

13. Whether he writes confidential reports of his subordinates?

Excluded
The definition specifically excludes four types of employees:

1. Any person who is subject to the Air Force Act, 1950, or
Army Act, 1950 or Navy Act, 1957.

2. Any person employed in police service or as an officer or
other employees of a prison.

24 C. Gupta v/s Glaxo Smithkline Pharmaceuticals Ltd. (2007) 7 SCC 171
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3. Any person employed in managerial or administrative
capacity or

4. Any person employed in supervisory category drawing
wages exceeding ` 10,000/- P.M.

The “Exclusion” clause in the definition is in two parts; one is
specific, the other one is implied. The categories specifically
excluded are enumerated above. By an implication also an
employee is excluded, if he does not perform any of the types of
work stated in the definition.

Technical
In order to fall under the term ‘Technical’ it is not necessary to

have any technical education. What is important is that the employee
should possess such faculties which would enable him to produce
something as a creation of his own. Nevertheless, even if a person is
doing technical work yet he may not be ‘Workman’ if he is:

(i) employed mainly in managerial or administrative capacity
or

(ii) being employed in supervisory capacity and draws wages
exceeding ` 1,600/- per month or

(iii) exercises (either by nature of duties attached to the office or
by reason of the powers so vested), functions mainly of
managerial nature.

Supervisory Work
The word ‘Supervision’ means to over see or to look after. It

means an employee in a higher position over the employees in lower
position and the term is not used in relation to the supervision of an
automatic plant. The Apex Court25 held that ‘Supervision’ really
means that the person exercising supervisory work is required to
control men and not machine. It also held26 that some incidental or a

25 Tilaghur Paper Mills Co. Ltd. v/s I.T., 1982 LIC 307
26 Bellish India Ltd. v/s P.P.L.C., 2003 I CLR 463
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small fraction of supervisory work will not take the workman out of
the purview of workman. It is only the persons employed in
supervisory capacity drawing wages exceeding ` 1,600/- per month
or performing mainly of managerial nature who have been excluded
from the definition.

Apprentice
A person is appointed as an apprentice to learn a trade. It is not

obligatory upon the Employer to give employment on completion of
the apprenticeship. Both parties (Employer and Apprentice) are free
to choose their future course of action. However, the ID Act
specifically includes apprentice in the definition of workman. The
Apex Court27 held that as ID Act treats apprentice as workman and
the Apprentice Act does not, it is necessary to hold inquiry and
determine whether in given case, an apprentice falls in the category
of workman.

Public Utility Service – Section 2(n).
The ‘Services’ which ‘Public’ utilize the most are the ‘Public

Utility Services’. The services or the industries which affect the life,
safety or well being of the public or the public life is likely to be
dislocated by such services/industries, are treated as the ‘Public
Utility Services. Public utility service are enlist in First Schedule of
the Act in which Railway, AIR, Public Bus, Major Ports, Post,
Telegraph, Telephone, Water, Electricity and the Sanitation are
treated as public utility services. But if the appropriate government
intends to add to the list of public utility services in the said Schedule
then it has issue Notification to that effect and has to satisfy the
following requirements:

(1) It must be “industry” within the meaning of Section 2(j).

(2) The appropriate Government must satisfy itself that it is in
public interest to declare any scheduled industry as the
public utility services.

27 National Small Ind. Corpn. Ltd. v/s V. Laxminarayana, 2007 (1) 214
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(3) The Notification must be published in the official gazette.

(4) The period to treat the industry as public utility services
must be specified. But period should not exceed six months
in the first instance.

(5) The period can be extended after six months. But each time
appropriate Government must apply its mind and must
satisfy itself that it is in larger public interest to treat it as
public utility services.

Act then gives the following special treatment to such ‘P.U.S’:

(1) It is obligatory on conciliation officer to hold conciliation
proceedings.

(2) It is mandatory upon Appropriate Government to make a
reference of the industrial dispute if it relates to public
utility service.

(3) Special provisions for strike and lock outs are laid down for
public utility services.

Wages – Section 2(rr).
Traditionally, the word ‘wages’ means an amount paid

periodically – hourly, daily weekly, monthly etc. to a person
employed by the Employer for the work done for the Employer. But
not accepting this traditional meaning, the legislature has given an
artificial meaning to the word ‘wages’. It is now so skillfully defined
to connote as well as denote. As a result, the term includes much
more than what is traditionally included in the word wages. The
omnibus definition takes into its fold not only the actual wages (or
remuneration) but also the ‘allowances’.

As for the ‘allowance’, it may be of interest to know that after
the Second World War living became very costly (dear). In order to
compensate this dearness (costliness), the workers were begun to be
paid ‘Dearness Allowance’, nicknamed as ‘DA’. This DA was paid
along with wages (or remuneration) in the fond hope that one day the
cost of living will fall down and so the DA will disappear. But
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contrary to the popular belief, the cost of living never came down
and so DA never disappeared but came to stay permanently.

The term ‘wages’ includes:

(i) All remuneration (capable of being expressed in terms of
money) payable to workman for the work done (for the
employer). This really is the denotation of the term wages
or what it denotes.

(ii) Certain allowances and amenities are included. In fact, that
is the extended connotation of the word wages and

(iii) Excludes are the three payments – Bonus, P.F. or the like
and Gratuity.

3. NOTICE OF CHANGE

Introductory
How an industrial dispute is prevented? Ofcourse, by preventing

a unilateral change – in the existing working system. But if the
Employer, in his good wisdom considers that change is absolutely
necessary to run the business profitably and/or in businessman like
manner, it is necessary that he, the employer, gives a ‘Notice’ to his
employees for the ‘Change’ he proposes to be brought about in the
existing working system28. This approach of Industrial Employer
would reflect his harmonious and sympathetic cooperation in
improving the status and dignity of the industrial employees in
accordance with egalitarian and progressive trend of our industrial
jurisprudence.

The provisions of this Section 9A are mandatory. The Section
contemplates three stages:

(1) Proposal to effect a change

(2) Time when the Employer gives a Notice of change and

(3) When he effects the change.

28 Tata Iron and Steel Co. v/s Workmen, 1972 II LLJ 259.
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Notice of Change in Conditions of Service
The Employer is prohibited from (1) giving effect to any change

in (2) Service Conditions in respect of (3) matters specified in
Schedule IV (4) without giving any Notice of Change (5) to
workmen likely to be affected by the change. The Notice of Change
has to be in the prescribed manner and for duration of 21 days.
Necessarily, therefore, a change should have been brought the
matters specified in Schedule IV of the Act. Schedule IV refers to
matters, such as:

(1) Wages and mode of payment of wages

(2) PF, pension or other contributions by Employers

(3) Compensatory and other allowances

(4) Hours of work and rest intervals

(5) Leave and Holidays

(6) Shift working

(7) Grade classification

(8) Withdrawal of customary concession, privilege or change
in usages

(9) New rules of Discipline or change in existing ones.

(10) Rationalization, standardization or improvement of plant or
technique which is likely to lead to retrenchment; and

(11) Increase or decrease of in labour force (other than casual
labour/workmen).

Section 9B.
The Appropriate Government is invested with powers under

Section 9B to exempt workmen or certain class of industrial
establishments from the application of Section 9A of the Act. But to
fall under Section 9B of the Act, the Appropriate Government has to
form its opinion that otherwise (1) serious repercussions may ensue
or (2) that it is in public interest to do so and (3) notifies in the
Government Gazette.
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4. STRIKES AND LOCK OUTS
A. Strike

Strike is concerted refusal to work on the part of workmen
who are in a particular vocational area. It is the popular belief is that
in ‘Strike’ workers keep away from work- place. No doubt that is so
but there are other forms also of resentment, dissentment and refusal
of work. Those are: Stay-in, Sit-down, Tool down, Pen- down,
Goslow and so on. Whatever name one may give to a particular form
of agitation of workmen, if it falls within the mischief of definition
of Strike given in the Act, it is ‘Strike’ notwithstanding the fact that
it does not carry the brand name ‘Strike’ – otherwise, it is not ‘strike’
even if one calls it ‘Strike’. Section 2(q) of the Act defines it as
under:

‘Cessation of Work’ by a Body of Persons – employed in any
industry – acting in combination or a concerted refusal or a refusal
under a common understanding of any number of persons who are or
have been so employed to continue to work or to accept employment.

The essential ingredients of ‘Strike’ defined in Section 2(q) are
as under:

(a) Industry (any industry)

(b) Cessation of work

(c) Concerted refusal of work

(d) Cessation or refusal of work must be in defiance of
Employer’s authority and

(e) Relationship of Master and Servant.

Needles to record that cessation of work must be in any industry.
If it is not ‘industry’, it is no strike, even if other ingredients of strikes
are present or satisfied. Further, in ‘cessation of work’ there must be:

 stoppage of work or

 refusal to continue to work or

 refusal to accept work.
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‘Refusal’ or ‘Cessation’ by itself is not sufficient to fall within
the mischief of the definition of strike and something more is
necessary because, mere presence of workmen can be said to be the
‘striking crowd’ in absence of any satisfactory proof of their having
ceased to work or refused to work.29 Further, cessation of work must
be a concerted action or that the refusal of work must be under a
common understanding by persons employed by the Employer.
Surely, therefore, a combined or a joint-action of workers is most
essential and vital ingredient in the definition. ‘Cessation of work’
must be in defiance of the employer’s authority. But question of
defiance of the Employer’s authority will arise only when Employer
has a legal right to ask his employees to work. If an employer has no
right, in law, to ask his employees to work and yet he asks his
employees to work, such a refusal, even if a concerted action, would
not amount to a strike30.

The use of expression ‘persons employed’ in the definition is a
sure indication that there must be a ‘Contract of Employment’ or
there must exist relationship of ‘Master and Servant’. The Contract
of Employment, in turn, leads to reading a condition – express or
implied – that workman will work. Unless, there is a condition to
work, there cannot be a cessation of work. And unless, there is a
cessation of work, there cannot be a strike.

Legal and Illegal Strikes
The Act lays down as to in which cases workers’ strike is

‘Strike’ under the Act. The Act also lays down the pre-conditions or
‘Conditions Precedents’ for going on strike. If these pre-conditions
are not fulfilled ‘Strike’ is ‘Illegal Strike’ but if no illegality is
attributable, it is the ‘Legal Strike’. Conditions for going on strike
are laid down in Sections 10(3), 10(A), 22, 23 and 24 of the Act.
Thus, even if it is Strike under Section 2(q) yet it may not be a

29 O.K. Ghosh v/s E. X. Joseph, 1962 II LLJ 615.
30 North Brook Jute Co. Ltd v/s Their workmen, 1960 I LLJ 580 (584).
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‘Legal’ strike unless all condition precedents for going on strike are
complied with.

The strike is illegal:

1. If it is in breach of Contract of Employment.

2. If it is in Public Utility Services.

3. If Strike ‘Notice’ is not given.

4. If commenced during Award or settlement period.

5. If commenced During or within 7 days of completion of
Conciliation Proceedings.

6. If commenced During or within Two months of
completion of Adjudication Proceedings.

Constitutionality
The workers in a democratic state have a right to Strike to

withhold their labour in order to express their grievance or to make
certain demands. Thus a Strike is a necessary safety valve in
industrial relations. Nevertheless, it is not a fundamental right31

B. Strikes in Public Utility Services
The Act draws a clear distinction between Strikes in ordinary

industrial occupations and Strikes in Public Utility Services.
Legislative intention is undoubtedly clear that a few cannot hold the
innocent public at ransom by resorting to a strike, all of a sudden and
out of blue. The Act has imposed a mandatory condition of giving
Notice in public interest. Not only that it is mandatory for workman
to give Notice but also the Appropriate Government is put on high
alert and makes it mandatory for it to initiate Conciliation
Proceedings and, if no settlement is reached, to make a reference of
‘industrial dispute’ for adjudication.

31 (1) Radhey Shyam Sharma v/s Post Master General, AIR 1965 SC 311 (2) AIB
Employees Association v/s IT, AIR 1962 SC 171, (3) Kameshwar Prasad v/s State
of Bihar AIR, 1962 SC 1166.
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Section 22 of the Act lays down that:

(i) No person employed in Public Utility Service shall go on
strike in breach of contract of employment:

(ii) Without giving Strike Notice.

(iii) Within 6 weeks of giving such Notice. It means that
workmen cannot go on Strike after 6 weeks on the spacious
ground that they had already given Notice before 6 weeks.
In other words, the validity of the Strike Notice is only for a
period of 6 weeks.

(iv) Within 14 days of giving such Notice. It means that
workmen cannot immediately and forthwith go on Strike
after giving the Strike Notice. They have to ‘wait and
watch’ for a period of 14 days before commencing Strike.
Effect of it is that workmen cannot go on strike
immediately (or within a period of 14 days) after giving
Notice of Strike.

(v) Before the expiry of the date of Strike specified in the
Notice. For example, Strike Notice states that workers will
go on Strike on and from 1st May – period of more than 14
days. Workers then cannot go on strike after 14 days as it
will be contrary to their Notice of Strike. OR

(vi) during the pendency of any conciliation proceedings and 7
days after conclusion of such proceedings.

C. Lockout
Strike is ‘Cessation of Work’ by Employees; Lockout is

‘Cessation of Work’ by Employers. Just as Employees have a right
not to sale their Labour, the same way the Employer has a right not
to buy it, as a measure of settling the industrial dispute. In the
struggle between the Capital and Labour the weapon of Strike is used
by the Employees, the weapon of Lockout is used by the Employers.
The Lockout thus is antithesis of Strike.
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The object and reasons for which Lockout are prohibited are the
same on which Strikes are prohibited. It is because the Employer and
the Employees are not discriminated in their respective rights in the
field of industrial relationship between the two. Thus what holds
good-bad; legal-illegal, justified unjustified for Strikes, holds the
same for the Lockout. As such, the provisions of the Act which
prohibit the Strike also prohibit the Lockout. Lockout if not, in
conflict with legal provisions is legal.

Section 2(l) defines Lockout as

“Temporary closing down of a place of employment or the
suspension of work or the refusal by an employer to continue to
employ any number of persons employed by him.”

When Employer closes temporarily his place of Employment in
order to force his employees to accept a compromise favourable to
him on an Industrial dispute raised by his employees it is called as
‘Lockout’. The Lockout can thus be described as temporary
withholding of work by employer, undoubtedly to gain certain
concessions from his unwilling employees. It is usually a counter
blast by Employer to a Strike by employees and so the antithesis to
Strike32.

The phrase “Refusal by an Employer to continue to employ”
corresponds to the phrase “Cessation of work” or “Refusal to
continue to work or employment” occurring in the definition of
Strike. The words “refusal by an employer to continue to employ any
number of persons employed by him” has to be read with the rest of
the definition and also with the word Lockout33.

The Apex Court34 held that if workmen had worked or had
reported for duty during the period of lockout which was illegal then
such workers are entitled for wages for the said period.

32 Kairbetta Estate, 1960 II LLJ 275.
33 Feroz Din v/s State of W.B., 1960 I LLJ 244.
34 Hindustan Fasteners (P) Ltd. v/s Nasik Workers Union, (2007) 11 SCC 660.
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Section 23 imposes general restriction on Strikes and Lockouts
as under:

1. No strike or Lockout during and till expiry of 7 days of the
conclusion of conciliation.

2. No Strike or Lockout during and 2 months after the
conclusion of adjudication proceedings.

3. No strike or Lockout during and 2 months after the
conclusion of Arbitration; and

4. No strike or Lockout during the period of operation of a
Settlement or Award as the case may be.

The avowed object and purpose of the Act is to achieve peaceful
solution of all Industrial Disputes and for that purpose, it has created
(1) Conciliatory and (2) Adjudicatory machineries under the Act. But
these machineries cannot work peacefully and in a tension free
atmosphere if Strike or Lockout is looming large from the back.
Therefore, in order to give full freedom to Conciliatory and
Adjudicatory machineries in their work, it is necessary that Strikes
and Lockouts are prohibited during the time this machinery is at
work. Accordingly, the legislatures have invested powers in the
Appropriate Government to prohibit Strikes and Lockouts pending
the Conciliation and Adjudication. Undoubtedly, it is not mandatory
upon the Appropriate Government to issue prohibitory orders
prohibiting Strike/Lock-out during the pendency of Conciliation or
Adjudication Proceedings. It is thus entirely at the discretion of
Appropriate Government, to issue such prohibitory orders, however,
before issuing any such prohibitory orders, three ingredients must be
present:

1. An industrial dispute must have been referred to a Board or
Court or Tribunal or National Tribunal.

2. Strike or Lockout must be in connection with the industrial
dispute pending before the Board, Court, Tribunal etc. and

3. The Strike or Lockout must be in existence on the date, on
which reference is made.
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It is worthwhile to note that if workers go on Strike after
fulfilling all conditions precedents, it will be legal Strike. But
whether it is justified or unjustified is entirely a different issue
altogether. There may be a legal Strike yet it may not be justified
Strike. On the other hand, there may be illegal Strike, yet it may be
justified strike. The concept of justified-unjustified Strike is
completely novel and unknown; however, recently it is pressed into
use to resolve the question of quantum of wages for the strike period.
In awarding punishment courts have always looked to the
aggravating and/or extenuating circumstance. Therefore, when a
question is posed to the court; can workers be punished for going on
Strike? The courts have considered the aggravating or extenuating
circumstances, namely is the strike justified or unjustified? The
answer modulated the punishment. That is how the issue of justified
and unjustified Strike becomes relevant in modern times where
workers have a freedom to going on Strike unlike ancient time when
Strike was a criminal offence.

Courts have held the strike justified in the following case.

1. Demand of workers is of urgent and serious nature35.

2. Reasons for going on Strike are not perverse or unreasonable.

3. No evidence of workers resorting to force, violence or
sabotage36.

4. Legitimate benefits are denied37.

The Apex Court38, while considering the order of Industrial
Tribunal in which it was observed, that although the Strike was
illegal, it was ‘perfectly justified’ took strong exception and queried
how an illegal Strike could, at the same time, be justified. In the later
ruling, Apex Court39 held that illegality of Strike does not, per-se,

35 Chandramalai Estate v/s Its Workers, AIR 1960 SC 902.
36 Crompton Greaves Ltd. v/s Workmen, 1978 II LLJ 80.
37 Amlendu Gupta v/s LIC., 1982 II LLJ 332.
38 General Navigation &Railways Ltd. v/s Their Workmen, 1960 I LLJ 13.
39 Gujarat Steel Tubes v/s GST Mazdoor Sabha, 1980 I LLJ 137.
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result in unjustifiability. But if this view has to prevail then
provisions in Section 22, 23 of the Act go redundant and infructuous.
Therefore, a close scrutiny of the Apex Court is very much necessary
and awaited.

A two member Bench of Apex Court40 had held that workers are
not entitled to wages if they have gone on Strike and have not
worked. But the earlier Bench of three judges had taken the contrary
view41.

In one case, Employer chargesheeted all workmen who had had
gone on illegal Strike. Those workmen who tendered apology were
let off with warning letter but those who did not tender apology were
dismissed. Apex Court42 upheld dismissal. Court took the view that
all persons did not stand on the same footing and hence same
yardstick cannot be applied. It cannot be said that employer had
discriminated against the respondent.

For Lockouts also the courts have adopted the same technique
of apportioning the blame between the Employer and employees, so
to say, concept of Justified and unjustified Lockout comes into
operation. If Strike is unjustified followed by justified Lockout, the
workmen will get no wages at all. Conversely if Strike is legal and
Lockout is unjustified, the workmen will get the full wages for the
period of strike-Lockout. However, where Strike is illegal followed
by an illegal Lockout, the question of apportionment will arise43.

D. Penalties
Section 26 prescribes penalty for, both, Strike and Lockout.

However, before any punishment is imposed, it must be proved
beyond all reasonable doubt that:

40 Bank of India v/s T.S. Kelawalla, 1990 ICLR 748.
41 General Navigation &Railways Ltd. v/s Their Workmen, 1960 I LLJ 13.
42 Madurantakam Coop. Sugar Mills Ltd. v/s Vishwanathan, (2005) 3 SCC 193.
43 India Marine Services (P) Ltd. v/s Their Workmen, AIR 1963 SC 528.
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1. A workman has in fact commenced or continued or has
otherwise acted in furtherance of a Strike OR Employer has
commenced or continued or has acted in furtherance of a
Lockout; and

2. The Strike or Lockout is illegal. The illegality must be
proved strictly with reference to the provisions of the Act
and the mens-rea on the part of a workman or an employer
is wholly irrelevant and immaterial.

These two ingredients must co- exist and only if these two
ingredients are present then:

(a) Workman shall be punishable with imprisonment for a
term upto one month or with fine which may extend
upto Fifty Rupees or with both.

(b) Employer shall be punishable with imprisonment for a
term which may extend to one month or with a fine
which may extend to Rupees one thousand or both.

5. LAYOFF, RETRENCHMENT AND
CLOSURE

A. Introductory
It is not that Employers were not resorting to Layoffs,

Retrenchments or Layoffs but there were no provisions. Whatever
may be the justification of resorting to Layoffs, Retrenchments or
Closures, the inevitable and unavoidable result was sudden
unemployment with one stroke of pen. To meet with such sudden
unemployment with a stroke of pen, Legislatures amended the Act in
1953 and engrafted one whole Chapter V-A. By this amendment, for
the first time in India, the whole concept of Industrial Law was
revolutionized, updated, terms like Layoff, Retrenchment were
defined and Compensation for the same were standardized. A time
came when there was spate of large- scale layoffs, retrenchments and
closures. It was causing concern because it was causing large-scale
unemployment in the locality resulting in demoralizing effect on
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workmen. Necessarily, therefore, it was considered necessary to have
checks and prevents on large scale Layoff, Retrenchment and
Closure. Therefore, some amendments were made in 1972 and
finally the Legislatures engrafted one another Chapter V – B in the
Act in 1976. By these amendments, Employers employing fifty or
more persons were cast with the duty to give sixty days Notice to
Appropriate Government to enable the Appropriate Government to
take remedial measures. But the powers vested in Appropriate
Government were so very wide and sweeping that the Courts in
diverse cases found them unconstitutional. As such, again the Act
was amended in 1982 and again in 1984.

Chapter V – A has the following provisions:

Section 25 A No Compensation if less than 50 workmen
are employed in any Industrial
Establishment.

Section 25 B Defines ‘Continuous Service’.

Section 25 C Entitlement of Layoff Compensation,

Section 25 D Prescribes maintaining of muster roll.

Section 25 E Disentitlement of Layoff Compensation.

Section 25 F Conditions Precedent for Retrenchment.

Section 25 FF Transfer of ‘Undertaking’.

Section 25 FFA 60 days Notice to Government for Closure.

Section 25 FFF Closure Compensation.

Section 25 G Last Come – First Go.

Section 25 H Re-employment on restarting.

Section 25 I Omitted by Act of 1956 from 10-3-1957.

Section 25 J Laws inconsistent with Chapter V-A will
have no effect.
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Chapter V – B has the following provisions:

Section 25 K Chapter will apply only to ‘Industrial
establishments’ (1) employing less than 100
workmen and (2) not of a seasonal character.

Section 25 L Term ‘Industrial establishment’ is especially
defined for chapter V-B.

Section 25 M large-scale Layoffs are prohibited in
Industrial establishments without prior
permission of appropriate government.

Section 25 N large-scale Retrenchments are prohibited in
Industrial establishments without prior
permission of appropriate government.

Section 25 O large-scale Closures are prohibited in
Industrial establishments without prior
permission of appropriate government.

Section 25 P Special powers are given to appropriate
government to restart the Industrial
establishments which are closed down in
larger public interest.

Section 25 Q Penalty is prescribed for Layoffs and
Retrenchment in violation of Chapter V B.

Section 25 R Penalty is prescribed for Closures in
violation of Chapter V B.

Section 25 S Certain provisions to apply to Industrial
establishments to which Chapter V B applies.

B. Layoffs
When Employer decides to discontinue his business forever it is

Closure but when he decides to discontinue his business, not forever
but for a short while, in order to tide over his difficulties, it is called
as Layoff. In Layoff, Contract of employment goes under suspended
animation or the relationship is kept in cold storage. The workmen
continue to be on the muster roll but the employer suspends the
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contract for the time being. The relationship (of master and servant)
is resumed as soon as the work is resumed by the employer. Thus,
the Layoff is a temporary suspension of work and it is resumed as
soon as the circumstances permit the employer to do so. It means that
the Employer cannot keep away the workman for an indefinite
period in the garb of Layoff or cannot breach the contract of
employment. But the period has to be temporary. But can
‘temporary’ period be ‘indefinite’ period? The Act is completely
silent on this issue and all will depend upon the facts of each case.

(i) Definition – Layoff

Layoff is defined in Section 2 (kkk). Briefly, it says:

Layoff means failure, refusal or inability of Employer to give
employment to workman whose name is on the muster roll. Failure,
Refusal or inability to give work must be for shortage of coal, power
or raw materials or accumulation of stocks or breakdown of
machinery or natural calamity or any other connected reason.
EXPLANATION – workman must present himself for work at the
appointed time and place and if no work is given within two hours,
he shall be deemed to be laid off for the whole day PROVIDED that
workman is asked to come in the second half of the day/shift. If he
accordingly reports and work is given to him, he shall be deemed to
have been laid off only for the half-day. PROVIDED FURTHER – if
workman is given work elsewhere instead of his usual place work, he
shall not be deemed to have been laid-of for the half day/shift and he
will be entitled to full wages and Dearness Allowance for that part of
the day.

Definition makes it abundantly clear that Employer's refusal to
give work must be for:

 Shortage of coal

 Shortage of power (Electricity)

 Shortage of raw material

 Accumulation of stocks
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 Break down of machinery

 Natural calamity

 Force-Major and

 Any other connected reason.

The Apex court held44 that it is impossible to hold that supplies
mean the supply of money or funds but refusal to give work on
account of death of Director, Old age of Director falls under the
definition of layoff45.

The explanation contemplates three different eventualities:

(a) Workman presents himself for work and the work is not
given.

(b) Employer in first half of the day/shift directs workman to
come in the second half of the day/shift and he is given
work.

(c) Workman accordingly comes in second half and yet he is
not given work.

It should be clear from explanation that workman has to come
for work and he has to be given work within two hours otherwise he
will be deemed to be laid off for the whole day. In the second
eventuality, workman is called in the second half of the shift and
workman accordingly presents himself. If he is given work, he is
deemed to be laid off for first half of the shift or for half day. But if
Employer is not able to provide work in the second half also then
Workman will be entitled to full basic wages and the Dearness
Allowance for that part of the day.

(ii) Layoff Compensation

Section 25 C requires that workmen who are laid-off must be
paid Layoff Compensation. However, Section 25E carves out
exceptions and absolves the Employer from giving Layoff

44 Workmen of Dewan Tea Estate v/s DTE, AIR 1964 SC 1458.
45 Gauhati Press (P) Ltd. v/s P.O.L.C. 1983 LIC 824.


